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ABSTRACT
A method and system for creating bulk filters are described. In one embodiment, the method includes receiving probe email messages indicative of spam, grouping similar probe email messages, and creating a bulk filter for each group having at least a predefined number of probe email messages without human interaction. The method further includes distributing the resulting bulk filters to clients for detection of bulk email messages at the clients.
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FIG. 6
1. METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CERTIFYING MASS EMAILINGS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to filtering electronic mail (email); more particularly, the present invention relates to creating filters to detect email spam.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In recent years, spam has become a major problem for all Internet users. As the cost of processing power, email address acquisition and email software continue to fall, spam becomes increasingly cost-effective for spammers. Given the negligible cost involved in sending millions of unsolicited email messages, spammers need only capture a small response rate to make a profit. The growth trend of spam shows no sign of abating. According to recent statistics, spam currently accounts for over half of all email traffic in the U.S. This increase in both the volume and percentage of spam is not only worsening a resource drain for IT, it is also affecting how end users view email, which has become the primary form of communication in the enterprise.

Presently, there are products for filtering out unwanted email messages. However, these products typically fail to effectively compensate for the escalating volumes of spam.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A method and system for creating bulk filters are described. According to one aspect, the method includes receiving probe email messages indicative of spam, grouping similar probe email messages, and creating a bulk filter for each group having at least a predefined number of probe email messages without human interaction. The method further includes distributing the resulting bulk filters to clients for detection of bulk email messages at the clients.

Other features of the present invention will be apparent from the accompanying drawings and from the detailed description that follows.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention will be understood more fully from the detailed description given below and from the accompanying drawings of various embodiments of the invention, which, however, should not be taken to limit the invention to the specific embodiments, but are for explanation and understanding only.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a system for controlling delivery of spam electronic mail.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a probe mail processor module.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of an email filtering module.
FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of one embodiment of a process for creating filters to detect spam emails.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a probe network quality controller.
FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of one embodiment of a process for filtering incoming email messages using bulk filters.
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

A method and apparatus for creating anti-spam rules are described. In the following description, numerous details are set forth. It will be apparent, however, to one skilled in the art, that the present invention may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in block diagram form, rather than in detail, in order to avoid obscuring the present invention.

Some portions of the detailed descriptions which follow are presented in terms of algorithms and symbolic representations of operations on data bits within a computer memory. These algorithmic descriptions and representations are the means used by those skilled in the data processing arts to most effectively convey the substance of their work to others skilled in the art. An algorithm is here, and generally, conceived to be a self-consistent sequence of steps leading to a desired result. The steps are those requiring physical manipulations of physical quantities. Usually, though not necessarily, these quantities take the form of electrical or magnetic signals capable of being stored, transferred, combined, compared, and otherwise manipulated. It has proven convenient at times, principally for reasons of common usage, to refer to these signals as bits, values, elements, symbols, characters, terms, numbers, or the like.

It should be borne in mind, however, that all of these and similar terms are to be associated with the appropriate physical quantities and are merely convenient labels applied to these quantities. Unless specifically stated otherwise as apparent from the following discussion, it is appreciated that throughout the description, discussions utilizing terms such as “processing” or “computing” or “calculating” or “determining” or “displaying” or the like, refer to the action and processes of a computer system, or similar electronic computing device, that manipulates and transforms data represented as physical (electronic) quantities within the computer system’s registers and memories into other data similarly represented as physical quantities within the computer system’s memories or registers or other such information storage, transmission or display devices.

The present invention also relates to apparatus for performing the operations herein. This apparatus may be specially constructed for the required purposes, or it may comprise a general purpose computer selectively activated or reconfigured by a computer program stored in the computer. Such a computer program may be stored in a computer readable storage medium, such as, but is not limited to, any type of disk including floppy disks, optical disks, CD-ROMs, and magnetic-optical disks, read-only memories (ROMs), random access memories (RAMs), EPROMs, EEPROMs, magnetic or optical cards, or any type of media suitable for storing electronic instructions, and each coupled to a computer system bus.

The algorithms and displays presented herein are not inherently related to any particular computer or other apparatus. Various general purpose systems may be used with programs in accordance with the teachings herein, or it may prove convenient to construct more specialized apparatus to perform the required method steps. The required structure for a variety of these systems will appear from the description below. In addition, the present invention is not described with reference to any particular programming language. It will be appreciated that a variety of programming languages may be used to implement the teachings of the invention as described herein.

A machine-readable medium includes any mechanism for storing or transmitting information in a form readable by a machine (e.g., a computer). For example, a machine-readable medium includes read only memory (“ROM”); random access memory (“RAM”); magnetic disk storage media; optical storage media; flash memory devices; electrical, optical,
acoustical or other form of propagated signals (e.g., carrier waves, infrared signals, digital signals, etc.); etc.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a system for controlling delivery of spam electronic mail (email). The system includes a control center 102 coupled to a communications network 100 such as a public network (e.g., the Internet, a wireless network, etc.) or a private network (e.g., LAN, Intranet, etc.). The control center 102 communicates with multiple network servers 104 via the network 100. Each server 104 communicates with user terminals 106 using a private or public network.

The control center 102 is an anti-spam facility that is responsible for analyzing messages indicative of spam, developing filtering rules for detecting spam, and distributing the filtering rules to the servers 104. A message may be indicative of spam because it was collected via a “probe network” 112. In one embodiment, the probe network is formed by fictitious probe email addresses specifically selected to make their way into as many spammer mailing lists as possible. The fictitious probe email addresses may also be selected to appear high up on spammers’ lists in order to receive spam mailings early in the mailing process (e.g., using the e-mail address “aardvark@aol.com” ensures relatively high placement on an alphabetical mailing list). The fictitious probe email addresses may include, for example, decoy accounts and expired domains. In addition, a certain percentage of assignable email addresses offered by an ISP or private network may be reserved for use as probe email addresses. The probe network 112 may also receive email identified as spam by users of terminals 106.

A server 104 may be a mail server that receives and stores messages addressed to users of corresponding user terminals. Alternatively, a server 104 may be a different server (e.g., a gateway of an Internet Service Provider (ISP)) coupled to a mail server. Servers 104 are responsible for filtering incoming messages based on the filtering rules received from the control center 102. Servers 104 operate as clients receiving services of the control center 102.

In one embodiment, the control center 102 includes a probe mail processor 108 that is responsible for generating bulk filters and distributing the bulk filters to the servers 104 for detection of bulk email at the customer sites. In one embodiment, the probe mail processor 108 is also responsible for generating spam filters and distributing the spam filters to the servers 104 for detection of spam email at the customer sites. As will be discussed in more detail below, the bulk filters are generated without any human interaction and provide a more aggressive anti-spam mechanism.

Each server 104 includes an email filtering module 110 that is responsible for storing filters received from the control center 102 and detecting bulk and spam email using these filters.

In an alternative embodiment, each server 104 hosts both the probe mail processor 108 that generates bulk and spam filters and the email filtering module 110 that uses the generated filters to detect bulk and spam email.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a probe mail processor 200. The probe mail processor 200 includes a bulk filter module 202 and a spam filter module 220. The bulk filter module 202 is responsible for providing bulk filters to the clients. The spam filter module 220 is responsible for providing spam filters to the clients.

The grouping sub-module 204 is responsible for grouping similar probe email messages received from the probe network. Similar probe email messages are likely to result from the same spam attack. Each group created by the grouping sub-module 204 contains one or more probe email messages.

The grouping sub-module 204 may determine the similarity of probe email messages by comparing, for example, message headers, message bodies (or portions of message body), message senders, or any combination of the above. The comparison may be done using regular expressions or mathematical signatures of probe email messages. Mathematical signatures of probe email messages may consist of checksums, hash values or other data identifying the message content, and may be created using various algorithms that enable the use of similarity measures in comparing different email messages.

The bulk filter creator 206 monitors each group of similar probe email messages and determines whether a bulk filter should be created for a relevant group. In one embodiment, this determination is based on the number of probe email messages in the group. Once the number of probe email messages in the group reaches a predefined threshold, the bulk filter creator 206 creates a bulk filter for this group. The predefined threshold is maintained relatively low (e.g., the threshold may be equal to 2) to allow the probe mail processor 200 to address smaller spam attacks and to create filters faster.

In one embodiment, the bulk filter creator 206 operates without any user intervention.

A bulk filter created by the bulk filter creator 206 contains data characterizing the contents of probe email messages from a relevant group. Such data may include, for example, a regular expression or a mathematical signature of a message or portions of a message. In one embodiment, the bulk filters are encoded to prevent the bulk filters from being easily identifiable or readable if intercepted by spammers.

The bulk filter distributor 208 is responsible for distributing created bulk filters to various clients for detection of bulk email at the clients. In one embodiment, the bulk filter distributor 208 sends the bulk rules to the clients periodically, based on a predefined time interval. Alternatively, the bulk filter distributor 208 sends the bulk rules to the clients once they are created.

The bulk filter statistics collector 212 is responsible for receiving statistics indicating reliability of bulk filters from the clients. The statistics may specify, for example, false positives (legitimate email messages considered as spam mail) and false negatives (spam email messages considered as legitimate mail) resulting from the use of bulk filters.

The certification generator 214 is responsible for certifying mass mailings of third parties. In particular, a third party (e.g., New York Times) may request a certification of their mass mailing (e.g., a daily news digest) prior to sending email messages to the users. In one embodiment, the certification generator 214 receives a request for certification of mass mailing with a sample email message from a third party, generates a key for this mass mailing and sends this key to the third party. The third party then adds this key to each message from the mass mailing to indicate that this message is part of the certified mass mailing. In addition, the certification generator 214 distributes the sample email message and the key to the clients to allow the clients to recognize email messages from the certified mass mailing.

The probe network quality controller 210 is responsible for ensuring that the probe network produces reliable probe data (i.e., provides spam email rather than legitimate email). As will be discussed in more detail below, in one embodiment, the probe network quality controller 210 removes probe email...
addresses producing a significant number of legitimate email messages. Probe email messages may be identified as legitimate mail based on internal checks and filters. In addition, in one embodiment, the probe network controller 210 periodically selects a group of probe email addresses, monitors probe data associated with these probe email addresses and scores each probe email address based on the reliability of the associated probe data. The scores may then be used to decide which probe email addresses should be removed from the probe network.

Probe mail collected from the probe network is passed through the bulk filter module 202 to the spam filter module 220. The spam filter module 220 includes a grouping sub-module 222, a spam filter creator 224, a spam filter distributor 226, and a spam filter statistics collector 228.

The grouping sub-module 222 is responsible for grouping probe email messages resulting from the same spam attack. The grouping may be based on the similarity of message headers, message bodies (or portions of message body), message senders, or any combination of the above.

The spam filter creator 224 is responsible for generating spam filters. The spam filters are generated based on detailed analysis of probe data. In one embodiment, this analysis is performed by a computer technician. In one embodiment, a spam filter is created for each group having at least a certain number of probe email messages. This number is higher than the threshold used for bulk filters because the spam filters are intended to address larger spam attacks.

A spam filter created by the spam filter creator 224 contains data characterizing the contents of probe email messages from a relevant group. Such data may include, for example, a regular expression or a mathematical signature of a message or portions of a message. In one embodiment, the spam filters are encoded to prevent the spam filters from being easily identifiable or readable if intercepted by spammers.

The spam filter distributor 226 is responsible for distributing created spam filters to various clients for detection of spam email at the clients. In one embodiment, the spam filter distributor 226 sends the spam rules to the clients periodically, based on a predefined time interval. Alternatively, the spam filter distributor 226 sends the spam rules to the clients once they are created.

The spam filter statistics collector 228 is responsible for receiving statistics indicating reliability of spam filters from the clients. The statistics may specify, for example, false positives and false negatives resulting from the use of spam filters.

The spam filters are created based on more detailed analysis and for larger potential spam attacks than the bulk filters. Thus, the spam filters are less likely to cause false positives at the clients than the bulk filters. In contrast, the bulk filters are created for smaller potential spam attacks and therefore can be propagated to the clients sooner and provide a broader rule set range, allowing the clients to prevent more spam email from reaching end users’ inboxes. Accordingly, bulk filters provide a more aggressive anti-spam mechanism.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of an email filtering module 300. The email filtering module 300 includes a spam filters database 302, a bulk filters database 304, a spam detector 306, a bulk detector 308, and a certified mail identifier 310.

The email filtering module 300 periodically receives spam filters and bulk filters from the control center 102 and stores them to the spam filters database 302 and the bulk filters database 304 respectively. In one embodiment, the email filtering module 300 sends an acknowledgement message to the control center 102 each time the spam and/or bulk filters are received and successfully stored to the databases 302 and/or 304.

The spam detector 306 is responsible for receiving an incoming email message and determining whether the incoming email message is spam based on the spam filters. If the determination is positive, the spam detector marks the incoming email message as spam.

In one embodiment, the spam detector 306 determines whether the incoming email message is spam by generating a mathematical signature of the incoming email message and comparing this signature with spam signatures in the spam filters. As discussed above, signatures of email messages may be created using various algorithms that allow for use of similarity measures in comparing different email messages.

The bulk detector 308 is responsible for determining whether the incoming email message is bulk based on the bulk filters. If the determination is positive, the bulk detector marks the incoming email message as bulk. In one embodiment, the bulk detector 308 determines whether the incoming email message is bulk by comparing the mathematical signature of the incoming email message with signatures contained in the bulk filters.

In one embodiment, if the incoming email message is bulk, the certified mail identifier 310 determines whether the incoming email message is part of certified mass mailing. If not, the incoming email message is marked as bulk. If so, the incoming email message is forwarded to the intended recipient.

Subsequently, different actions can be applied to spam email and bulk email. For example, spam email messages may be deleted and bulk email messages may be placed into a suspect spam folder, or spam email messages may be placed into a spam folder and bulk email messages may be marked as bulk and forwarded to recipients’ inboxes.

The email filtering module 300 maintains statistics indicating the reliability of the spam and bulk filters based on user feedback and sends this statistics to the control center 102.

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of one embodiment of a process 400 for creating filters. The process may be performed by processing logic that may comprise hardware (e.g., dedicated logic, programmable logic, microcode, etc.), software (such as run on a general purpose computer system or a dedicated machine), or a combination of both. In one embodiment, processing logic resides at a control center 102 of FIG. 1.

Referring to FIG. 4, process 400 begins with processing logic receiving probe email messages indicative of spam (processing block 402). Probe email messages are indicative of spam because they are collected via a probe network.

At processing block 404, processing logic groups similar probe email messages that potentially result from the same spam attack. In one embodiment, processing logic performs grouping by comparing signatures of the probe email messages. As discussed above, a signature may be a checksum, one or more values, or any other data characterizing the content of the email message. Each resulting group may contain one or more probe email messages.

At processing block 406, processing logic creates a bulk filter for each group with the number of probe email messages equal to, or greater than, a predefined threshold. The predefined threshold is maintained relatively low (e.g., equal to 2) to address small spam attacks. In one embodiment, a bulk filter includes a signature of a probe email message from a relevant group.

At processing block 408, processing logic distributes resulting bulk filters to clients for detection of bulk email messages at the client.
At processing block 410, processing logic receives statistics indicating the reliability of the bulk filters from the clients.

In one embodiment, processing logic also creates spam filters addressing potential spam attacks of larger sizes, distributes the spam filters to the clients for detection of spam email messages at the clients, and receives statistics indicating the reliability of the spam filters from the clients.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a probe network quality controller 500. The probe network quality controller 500 is responsible for making probe data more reliable and useful for automated bulk filter creation. The probe network quality controller 500 includes a client statistics collector 502, a probe network scrubber 504, and a probe staging module 506.

The client statistics collector 502 receives and stores client statistics indicating reliability of bulk and spam filters created based on probe email messages. In one embodiment, the client statistics collector 502 maintains statistics related to bulk filters separately from statistics related to spam filters. The statistics related to bulk and/or spam filters may be analyzed by control center technicians to identify probe email addresses that contribute non-spam data.

In one embodiment, the client statistics collector 502 is also responsible for minimizing the spammers' efforts to "poison" the collected statistics. For example, the client statistics collector 502 can only allow a certain number of false positive submissions from an individual user over a given period of time. The client statistics collector 502 may also associate a negative rating for specific user accounts or block-list a user account if it is determined to be detrimental.

The probe network scrubber 504 allows the technicians to age unreliable (e.g., producing false positives) bulk and/or spam filters and to remove from the probe network probe email addresses providing non-spam data. In one embodiment, the probe network scrubber 504 determines that a probe email message is legitimate based on internal checks (e.g., performed by a technician) and filters. A filter may identify, for example, email messages that have a sender's email address matching an IP address in the received header of the email message and representing a valid entity. Once the probe email message is filtered as legitimate, it may be subjected to an internal check by a technician to confirm that this probe email message is in fact legitimate.

The probe staging module 506 is responsible for reviewing probe data and assigning and classifying varying quality states to probe email addresses, thereby maintaining high quality of probe data coming into the control center 102. The probe staging module 506 includes a probe email evaluator 508 and a probe scoring sub-module 510. In one embodiment, the probe staging module 506 operates without any user intervention.

The probe email evaluator 508 selects one group of probe email addresses at a time, monitors probe data generated by this group of probe email addresses during a predefined time period (e.g., a month), and determines the quality of the probe email addresses. In one embodiment, the probe email evaluator 508 evaluates probe data associated with a specific probe email address using heuristic analyses that may, for example, consider how this probe email address was created, quality history associated with the probe email address, and various other data. The probe email evaluator 508 may also use "whitelist" heuristics that causes a probe email addresses to be whitelisted if it receives mail from a non-spammer, except when this mail has certain spam-like characteristics (e.g., includes pornographic content, falsified headers, etc.).

In one embodiment, the probe email evaluator 508 does not evaluate the entire probe data received at this probe email address but rather evaluates a certain percentage of this probe data.

The probe scoring sub-module 510 is responsible for maintaining quality history of probe email addresses and adjusting this quality history based on the evaluation performed by the probe email evaluator 508. For example, probe email addresses that generate a large amount of spam and no legitimate mail may be assigned the highest quality score; probe email addresses that generate legitimate mail may be assigned a lower quality score and may be automatically moved to a reserve (inactive) state (e.g., until its quality improves).

In one embodiment, each probe email address should go through the probe staging process (e.g., once every 6 months). In particular, a probe email address may be rated during a predefined time period (e.g., 30 days) to determine whether this probe email address should remain in the probe network, be moved to a reserve state or be removed from the probe network.

In one embodiment, the probe email evaluator 508 is also responsible for tracking the uniqueness of the probe message production (e.g., to remove duplicate messages).

FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of one embodiment of a process 600 for filtering incoming email messages. The process may be performed by processing logic that may comprise hardware (e.g., dedicated logic, programmable logic, microcode, etc.), software (such as run on a general purpose computer system or a dedicated machine), or a combination of both. In one embodiment, processing logic resides at a client at a customer site. As discussed above, server 104 acts as a client receiving services of the control center 102.

Referring to FIG. 6, process 600 begins with processing logic receiving an incoming email message (processing block 602).

At processing block 604, processing logic applies spam filters to the incoming message to determine whether the incoming message is spam. If so, processing logic applies a first set of actions to the incoming message (processing block 606). For example, processing logic may delete the incoming message or place the incoming message into a spam folder.

If the incoming message is not spam, processing logic applies bulk filters to the incoming message to determine whether the incoming message is bulk (processing block 608). If not, processing logic sends the incoming message to its intended recipient (processing block 612). If so, processing logic determines whether the incoming message is part of certified mass mailing (processing block 610). In one embodiment, processing logic makes this determination by comparing the incoming message with sample messages of certified mass mailings. If a match is found, processing logic compares certification (e.g., a key) associated with the matching sample message to the certification contained in the incoming message.

If both certifications match, processing logic determines that the incoming message is part of certified mass mailing and sends the incoming message to the recipient (processing block 612). Alternatively, if the incoming email message is not part of certified mass mailing, processing logic applies a second set of actions to the incoming message (processing block 614). For example, processing logic may place the incoming message into a suspect spam folder, tag the incoming message as bulk and send to the recipient, etc.

An Exemplary Computer System

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer system 700 that may be used to perform one or more of the operations.
The computer system 700 includes a processor 702, a main memory 704 and a static memory 706, which communicate with each other via a bus 708. The computer system 700 may further include a video display unit 710 (e.g., a liquid crystal display (LCD) or a cathode ray tube (CRT)). The computer system 700 also includes an alpha-numeric input device 712 (e.g., a keyboard), a cursor control device 714 (e.g., a mouse), a disk drive unit 716, a signal generation device 720 (e.g., a speaker) and a network interface device 722.

The disk drive unit 716 includes a computer-readable medium 724 on which is stored a set of instructions (i.e., software) 726 embodying any one, or all, of the methodologies described above. The software 726 is also shown to reside, completely or at least partially, within the main memory 704 and/or within the processor 702. The software 726 may further be transmitted or received via the network interface device 722. For the purposes of this specification, the term “computer-readable medium” shall be taken to include any medium that is capable of storing or encoding a sequence of instructions for execution by the computer and that cause the computer to perform any one of the methodologies of the present invention. The term “computer-readable medium” shall accordingly be taken to include, but not be limited to, solid-state memories, optical and magnetic disks, and carrier wave signals.

Whereas many alterations and modifications of the present invention will no doubt become apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art after having read the foregoing description, it is to be understood that any particular embodiment shown and described by way of illustration is in no way intended to be considered limiting. Therefore, references to details of various embodiments are not intended to limit the scope of the claims which in themselves recite only those features regarded as essential to the invention.

We claim:

1. A method comprising:
a control center creating, without human interaction, bulk filters for groups of a plurality of received email messages, the control center comprising a computer system; the control center receiving a request from a mass mailer to perform a certified mass mailing, wherein the request includes a sample email message of the mass mailer; in response to receiving the request, the control center generating a key to be associated with the certified mass mailing and sending the key to the mass mailer; the control center distributing the created bulk filters, the sample email message, and the key to a plurality of mail servers; wherein the bulk filters are usable by a given one of the plurality of mail servers to determine whether messages received at the given mail server are bulk email messages; and wherein the given mail server is configured to identify a bulk email message as being part of the certified mass mailing by:
   comparing the bulk email message with one or more samples of certified mass mailings to determine whether a match is found between the bulk email message and the sample email message, wherein the one or more samples include the sample email message;
in response to finding the match, determining whether the bulk email message includes the key associated with the certified mass mailing; and identifying the bulk email message as being part of the certified mass mailing in response to the bulk email message including the key associated with the certified mass mailing.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of received email messages are collected using a plurality of fictitious probe email addresses selected to appear on spam email mailing lists, wherein one of the fictitious probe email addresses includes an expired domain name.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   the control center creating spam filters for groups of received probe email messages;
   the control center distributing the created spam filters to a plurality of mail servers for detection of spam email messages at the plurality of mail servers; and
   the control center maintaining separate statistics that indicate reliability of the created bulk and spam filters.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the maintained statistics are received from the plurality of mail servers, and wherein the method further comprises: limiting a number of false positive submissions of a mail server over a predetermined time period.

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   aging a bulk filter that identifies legitimate email messages as bulk.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of email messages are collected using a plurality of fictitious probe email addresses, and wherein the method further comprises: removing, from a list of the plurality of fictitious probe email addresses, email addresses providing legitimate data.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of email messages are collected using a plurality of fictitious probe email addresses, and wherein the method further comprises: assigning scores to the plurality of fictitious probe email addresses based on an amount of received spam or an amount of received legitimate mail.

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   encoding the bulk filters to prevent the bulk filters from being intercepted during transmission to a mail server.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the given mail server is configured to:
   deliver to a recipient at least a subset of the bulk email messages.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the certified mass mailing is a news digest.

11. A method comprising:
a computer system receiving a request from a mass mailer to perform a certified mass mailing, wherein the request includes a sample email message of the mass mailer, the mass mailer comprising a second computer system; in response to receiving the request, the computer system distributing the sample email message and a key to be associated with the certified mass mailing to a plurality of other computer systems; and wherein each of the plurality of other computer systems is configured to identify a bulk email message as being part of the certified mass mailing by:
   comparing the bulk email message and the sample email message to determine whether a match is found;
in response to finding the match, determining whether the bulk email message includes the key associated with the certified mass mailing; and

identifying the bulk email message as being part of the certified mass mailing in response to the bulk email message including the key associated with the certified mass mailing.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

after receiving the request, the computer system generating the key to be associated with the certified mass mailing.

13. A computer mail system comprising:

a processor; and

a memory storing program instructions executable to:

receive a request from a mass mailer to perform a certified mass mailing, wherein the request includes a sample email message of the mass mailer, the mass mailer comprising a computer system;

in response to receiving the request, generate a key to be associated with the certified mass mailing and send the key to the mass mailer; and

distribute the sample email message and the key to a plurality of mail servers, wherein each mail server is configured to:

compare a bulk email message with the sample email message;

in response to finding that the bulk email message and the sample email message match, determine whether the bulk email message includes the key associated with the certified mass mailing; and

identify the bulk email message as being part of the certified mass mailing in response to the bulk email message including the key associated with the certified mass mailing.

14. A computer readable memory medium storing program instructions executable on a mail processing computer system to:

create bulk filters for groups of a plurality of received email messages without human interaction;

receive a request from a mass mailer to perform a certified mass mailing, wherein the request includes a sample email message of the mass mailer, the mass mailer comprising a computer system;

in response to receiving the request, generate a key to be associated with the certified mass mailing and send the key to the mass mailer;

distribute the created bulk filters, the sample email message, and the generated key to a plurality of mail servers; wherein the bulk filters are usable by a given one of the plurality of mail servers to determine whether messages received at the given mail server are bulk email messages; and

wherein the given mail server is configured to identify a bulk email message as being part of the certified mass mailing by:

comparing the bulk email message with one or more samples of certified mass mailings to determine whether a match is found between the bulk email message and the sample email message, wherein the one or more samples include the sample email message;

in response to finding the match, determining whether the bulk email message includes the key associated with the certified mass mailing; and

identifying the bulk email message as being part of the certified mass mailing in response to the bulk email message including the key associated with the certified mass mailing.

15. The medium of claim 14, wherein the plurality of received email messages are collected using a plurality of fictitious probe email addresses selected to appear on spam email mailing lists, and wherein one of the fictitious probe email addresses includes an expired domain name.

16. The medium of claim 15, wherein the program instructions are further executable to:

assign scores to the plurality of fictitious probe email addresses based on an amount of received spam or an amount of received legitimate mail.

17. A computer readable memory medium storing program instructions executable on a mail processing computer system to:

receive a request from a mass mailer to perform a certified mass mailing, wherein the request includes a sample email message of the mass mailer, the mass mailer comprising a computer system;

in response to receiving the request, generate a key to be associated with the certified mass mailing and send the key to the mass mailer; and

distribute the sample email message and the key to a plurality of mail servers, wherein each mail server is configured to:

compare a bulk email message with the sample email message;

in response to finding that the bulk email message and the sample email message match, determine whether the bulk email message includes the key associated with the certified mass mailing; and

identify the bulk email message as being part of the certified mass mailing in response to the bulk email message including the key associated with the certified mass mailing.